TIPPING POINT
You can research this only if you have it syndicated.

SEPARATION OF BUSINESS & STATE
Business and State must be kept separate for the same reasons that Church and State must be kept separate: preservation of individual liberties. This means no government bailouts, protections, or regulations against uncoerced transactions.

VISAGE IP
The marketing and copyrighting of faces of famous people for use in media, plastic surgery, or online presence.

TRUTH MACHINE
A culture of wearable personal lie detectors and public polygraphs, thus eliminating dishonesty, fraud, and criminal behavior.

PRAGMATIC UTOPIA
As an action, may move a green discipline visible in the Splay to the bottom of the Splay, then check for Regime Change.

AFFECTIVE ROBOTICS
The lack of youth in a rapidly aging population represents a huge underpopulation crisis today. Robot nannies and robocaretakers will fill this gap, with programmed emotions that are real, not simulated.